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November Uth, 1872. 

JOSEPH MAYER, F.S.A., in the Chair.

The following objects were exhibited : 

By H. Ecroyd Smith, Esq.
Some curious old engravings of Yorkshire celebrities, one of 

them being of Henry Jeuuiugs, who died in 1(570, at the age 
of 169 years, having lived from the reign of Henry V11I to 
that of Charles II.

By Ed. Grindley, Esq.
Some beautiful specimens of Miniature Painting on Porcelain, 

by Mr. Moiler of London, including a portrait of Mr. John 
Laird, M.P.

In the absence of the Rev. Dr. Hume, the President's Introductory 
Address was read by Dr. Buxton, Honorary Secretary, as follows: 

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

By the kindness of the Society, I have been placed in this chair for 
the fourth time, though I had expressed a strong wish to the contrary. 
I accept the responsibility, but with considerable reluctance; were it 
for no other reason than that the mere effluxion of time increases the 
demands on behalf of health, and I may say with many another, non 
sum qualis eram.

Two series of volumes have now been issued, of twelve each, marking 
the passage of as many years; and at the end of nearly a quarter of a 
century, it is allowable and even desirable if not. absolutely necessary 
 to review briefly our course of procedure.

It must not be forgotten that the primary object of this Society was 
the illustration of the two counties on the borderland of which we 
stand ; and this object has been kept in view from the first, though with 
different degrees of distinctness. Permit me to recall your attention to 
it, in the hope that the purposes of the Society may be carried out more 
effectually.

It is assumed, too hastily, that a society for the illustration of a 
district directs its attention to archaeology only ; whereas every subject 
which is interesting to the writer of history, or in which philosophy 
can teach by example, comes fairly and legitimately within the objects 
of inquiry. It is true that archaeology holds a prominent place, for it 
is concerned with the labours of man upon a given area; but the peculiar 
strata, minerals, agricultural productions, the fauna and flora, the 
climate, rainfall, &c., are departments of general nature all intimately
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allied with the principal topic. Nor are the results of science and art 
to be overlooked. To the ordinary observer these constitute the 
characteristic facts; for while few think of noticing the variety of 
nature's productions, every one is aware of the existence of commerce, 
mining, and the like.

In the metropolis there are societies for the cultivation of different 
branches of human knowledge, but so interlaced are the various 
subjects, each throwing light upon others, that practically it is impossible 
to know one thoroughly without becoming more or less familiarly 
acquainted with several. There are archaeological societies which visit 
various parts of the kingdom in turn, and illustrate the antiquities of 
those districts respectively; and there are, again, county or local 
societies, permanently founded, like our own, for local illustration. 
Some of these have no central place of meeting; and others meet only 
in the summer months, during the time devoted to excursions.

The counties of Lancashire and Cheshire stand out with unusual 
prominence in whatever respect we contemplate them ; as, for example, 
in respect to population, mineral wealth, manufactures, commerce, or 
public influence. It is not surprising, therefore, that the books which 
have been written, respecting them are numerous, some treating of the 
whole, and some of selected portions. We have thus two well-known 
county histories and numerous volumes of less pretensions ; and in some 
cases they are of great excellence, in illustration of particular places or of 
widely-extended areas. These serve to shew the abundance of materials 
which exist; but so far are they from rendering unnecessary further 
researches, that they afford a basis for more extended investigation. 
They also shew how much might be done in other portions of the 
shir.es, in fresh fields and pastures new; and even to some extent the 
manner in which it should be done.

There are two leading thoughts which should not be lost sight of, 
no matter in what detailed manner our researches may be carried 
forward. These may be called the geographical and the departmental. 
The former assumes that some one or more places are illustrated annu 
ally ; if not in all respects, at least in several, or in a good many. Some 
inquirers will select a parish or chapelry, that is to say, an ecclesiastical 
unit, while others will prefer a township or a manor, or even a castle or 
an ancient private residence. Tt is wonderful what an immense amount 
of information may be arranged around a centre of this kind, especially 
when it has been entered upon as a labour of love, and has been made 
the study of years. The latter contemplates a subject without reference
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to a leading locality, and tries to exhaust it so far as these two counties are 
concerned. Among subjects that may be regarded as departmental are 
the Danes in Lancashire and Cheshire; the Roman roads in the two 
shires; the introduction of the cotton manufacture; the locality of our 
coal and peat beds ; the supply in the former; the extent and mode of the 
diminution of the latter; the remains of Bloomeries; and mar;y others. 
One of these subjects, treated of by Dr. Kerr last session, the Bloorneries 
in Lancashire, is ixn interesting example of this class of subjects.

Among the antiquities requiring notice are thosa of prehistoric origin, 
which are not confined to the implements formerly used by scattered 
tribes of barbarians. Then there are the Celtic oppida, frequently mis 
called Roman camps ; the actual Roman remains of various kinds; with 
Danish, Anglo-Saxon, mediaeval, and other antiquities. On all of these 
subjects a large amount of light has recently been shed ; and archaeology 
has shown its intimate connexion with the various races of men, as 
well as with the remains of their languages or dialects which have 
come down to us. Among the shires of England and Wales, Lancashire 
and Cheshire present an unusually fruitful field for the inquiries of the 
ethnologist, and also for philological research.

In the year 1869 the Society of Antiquaries of London, at the request 
of the First Commissioner of Her Majesty's Works, &c., appointed a 
committee to procure a list of such monuments as it was desirable to 
place under the protection and supervision of Government, with a view 
to their proper custody and preservation. Their report was given in 
on the 10th of February last; it was presented to both Houses of 
Parliament, and has been printed. It is, however, called the " Report 
" of the Sepulchral Monuments Committee," for unfortunately the 
inquiry was limited to " regal or other historical tombs or monuments 
" existing in cathedrals, churches, and other public places and buildings." 
It contains a record of only three such monuments in Lancashire and 
six in Cheshire a number which serves to show how very unsatisfactory 
such a limited inquiry must be, and, in fact, has been. It is of great 
value, however, even in its imperfect state, as a recognition of the 
principle that our public monuments should be preserved, and that 
those who make sucli subjects their special study are the persons who 
should be consulted, and whose cooperation should be sought. Probably 
we may regard this as the first instalment of a full and complete list of 
our national monuments, the possession of which would tend to arrest 
the destruction of many in enlightened and civilised times, which 
ignorance and barbarism had spared in former ages. Quod non barbari 
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id Barberini fecerunt. At this moment one of the most interesting of 
our historical monuments, indeed a unique one, at Bignor in Sussex, 
is threatened with destruction. It is said that the landlord is desirous 
to save it, but the tenant thinks it does not pay ; and thus a monument, 
of priceless value in its own particular way, is in danger of being 
blotted out from the map of England, for the sake of the additional 
turnips, beans, or oats which its site would produce. This and 
thousands of others will never be safe until they have become the 
property of the public, by purchase if necessary, though most of the 
private custodians would gladly make the transfer gratuitously, not so 
much to be relieved from expense, as from a consciousness that future 
injury would be carefully guarded against. One or more conservators 
of public monuments would then be indispensable, such as exists in 
France and other countries of the Continent. But it must be admitted 
that in matters not bearing directly or indirectly on national wealth, 
England is slow to acknowledge, and slower still to perform her duty. 
Oh for such a man as M. De Caumont, who for thirty-eight years 
uninterruptedly issued his Bulletin Monumental, being for all that time, 
like Camden, "the nourrice of antiquities," and the fruitful parent of 
many societies for preserving and extending the materials of history.

If we desire really to fulfil the promise made by our Society, and 
continued in its very name, we must adopt some organization for 
systematizing our work, and for covering the whole ground. Nothing 
could be more unsatisfactory than to receive miscellaneous communica 
tions merely as they offered themselves, without any pre-arrangement 
as to the subjects which require illustration ; or to act in one narrow 
locality, in forgetfulness of the wide area which we nominally represent. 
But bearing in mind these points, even more in the future than in the 
past, we shall find before us a rich harvest, and a large number of able 
and willing labourers.

It would have been comparatively an easy matter for me to direct 
your attention to some one subject in our field of inquiry, important in 
itself, but not more so, perhaps even less, than several others. I have 
thought It of more importance, however, to direct your attention to 
general principles, and though this has been clone briefly and very im 
perfectly, I venture to hope it will not have been done in vain.
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Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society. Original Papers, part 5, vol. vii.
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Abbots of Whalley, 172
Abram, W. A., author of paper, 163; elected a 
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A HISTORY OF THE TOWNSHIP OF BILLINGTON 

is THK PARISH OF BLACKBURN, Co. LAN- 
CASTRR; ITS ANCIKNT FAMILIKS, LORDS, AND 
FREEHOLDERS; WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE 
PAROCHIAL CHAPELAND CHAPF.LRYOP LASOHO, 
by \V. A. Abvam, 153

Albion, derivation of, 39
jEUa and his sons A.D 477, 27
Allinson, Kd., curate of Newton, 1686, 77
Alvanley, Lord (died 1804), epigram by, 92
Anglesey, derivation of the name, 52
Annual Excursion, 1300
     General Meeting, 284
ARCHEOLOGY is THE MERSEY DISTRICT, 1872, 

AND LIVERPOOL NOTABILIA, by Henry Ecroyd 
Smith, 112

Arden, R. P., represents Newton, 1782, Aid- 
borough, 1784, Hastings, 1794, Bath, 1798, 
becomes Solicitor-General, 1783, Attorney- 
General and Chief Justice for Chester, 1784, 
92 ; Master of the Rolls, 1788, Chief Justice of 
Common Pleas, 1801,93

B

Bsede, modern translators of, 31 
Bailey, F. J. ( exhibiter, 298 
Balance Sheet, Session XXIV, 1871-72, 286 
Banks, W. L., elected a member 295 
Banckea, Legh, represents Newton, 1695, 78 
Beamont, William, F.S.A., author of paper, 52 
Bennett, John, represents Newton, 1689, 72 
Billington, township of, 154 ; archeology of, 

Itil ; remarkable occurrences at, 161 ; manor, 
descent of, 165; the De Huddlestonea as lords 
of, 169; the abbots of Whalley as lords of, 
172 ; survey of, after the dissolution of Whalley 
Abbey, 181 ; the Hackings, Shuttleworths, and 
Walmesleys of, 194; tenancies on the estate of 
Henry Petrie, Esq.,208; the Br8dd>lls of rirad- 
dyll and Brockhole in, 213; Cuullffe family 
at, 225; Chew family at, 228 

Blackley, Henry, elected a member, 292 
" Bolton's Invincibles," 147 
Boult, Joseph, F.R.I B.A., 25 
Braddyll family at Billington, 213 
Bradshaw, President, election for Chester dis 

puted, 1658-59, 69
Braes, Edmund, member for Newton, 1624, 64 
Brereton, William, elected for Newton, 1658, 71 
Britain, inhabitants of the un-Romanized portion 

of, 35 ; Romanized portion of, ib.

British Plants, world-distribution of, 537; Nor 
thern Europe and Asia, 246 ; Arctic Europe 
and Asia, ib.; Southern Europe and America, 
2*7; Temperate, Northern and Arctic Europe, 
and America, 248 ; Southern Europe, 258 

Brooke, Major, represents Newton in 1436, 67 
Hrooke, Tnotnas, represents Newton in 1796, 93 
Brotherton, Thomas, represents Newton in 1696,

78 
Buxton, D r., exhi biter, 293

Calwich, 61
Cambridgeshire token, 17th century, 198
Castle street, Liverpool, 4
Celts, extirpation of, from the Teutonized por 

tions of Britain, 30
Charles I, parliament summoned by, 1625, 64
Charnock, Thomas, member for Newton, 1624, 

64
Chester, political club at, 1715, 85
Chew family at Bilhugton, Lane.,228
Chicheley, *ir J.. represents Newton, 1678-79, 76
Cholmondeley, Francis, represents Newton, 1689, 

72
Chorley, Roman coin at. 115
Church government, 1645, 70
Clarke, Joseph, F S.A., author of paper, 271
Claughton, Thomas, elected for Newton, 1818, 99
Cockpits in Liverpool, 17
Comber, Thomas, author of paper, 237
Comic history of England, attempt at, by Geoffrey 

of Monmoutb.,.33
Copper iu Britain in early times, 279
Coritavi in Britain, 36
Cuuliffe family at Hillington, 226
Cymri, derivation of, 34

D

Davenport, Mr., represents Newton, 1780, 91 
De Billingtons, original manorial lords of Billing 

ton, 165
De Huddlestons. lords of Billington, 169 
Disley Church, bell given to complete peal, by 

Peter Legh, lord of Lyme, 1748, 87

E

Earl of Derby, motion in parliament to settle
£500 per annum on, 1656, 69 

Earwaker, J. B., exhibiter, 298; author of paper.
299

East Chbauire, archaeology in, 29V 
England, derivation of the name, 40
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Europe (Arctic), British plants in, 256
      and Asia, British plants in, 256
      (Northern), British plants in, 256
       (Temperate), British plants in, 255 
Evans, E. V., exbibiter, 295 
Exclusion of members from the Long Parliament, 

1656, 68

Fee of Makerfield, sold by Sir Thomas and
Richard Fleetwood, 1660, 71 

Fish stones and Fish market, Liverpool, 50 
Fleetwood, Sir Richard, baron of Newton, 61
       Sir Miles, member for Newton, 1625, 

73
        William, serjeant-at-law and recorder

of London,7d 
Float, G. H., exhibiter, 296 
Fountain, Andrew, represents Newton, 1678-79,

76

O

Gibson, Thomas, exbibitcr, 293
Golborne, near Newton, description of, 107
" Golden Lion" whaler, 146
Great Seal, adventures of the, 87
Griudley, Ed., exhibiter, 287
Gwyllim, K. V. A , represents Newton, 1774, 91

H

Hackings (the) of Billington, 194
Hengist and Horsa, 26
Historical monuments, Sir John Lubbock's bill 

for the preservation of, 296 -
Holcroft, Sir Thomas, tenure of lands by, 187
Holder, W. P., exhibiter, 291
How, John, represents Newton, 1702, 80
Howe, John, chaplain of Magdalen College, Ox 

ford, 60
Hughes, J. R., exhibiter, 295
     \V. G., elected a member, 294

James I died March 27th, 1625, 64 
Julius Cfflsar, incursions of, 29 
Jutes, derivation of the term, 45

K

Keck, Legh, represents Newton, 1774, 91 
Kerr, James, M.D., author of paper, 297 
Knocker and bell banditti in Liverpool, 143 
Kymry, meaning of, 34

Lambert, William, represents Newton, 1635,66 
Lancashire divided into nine presbyteries, 1646,

70
Lathoni House, relics of, 122 
Legh, Richard, baron of Newton, 74
-    Peter, represents Newton, 1685, 76; im 

prisonment of in the tower of London, 1694, 
82; apprehension on the charge of high treason, 
1696, 84

    Thomas Peter, baron of Newton, 1792, 93
     Mr., account of his travels in the East, 99

Leyceater, Sir Francis, represents Newton, 1715,
80

Leyland, Joseph, exhibiter. 297 
Liverpool More street and Tithebarn street, 1 ;

Oldhall street, Water street, Castle street, and
Pool lane, 4; well in More street, 11; More
street theatre and cockpit, 17

       memorials of, 149
       Notabilia, 1:)5
Local history, aims and objects of, 153
Long Parliament, 1640, 66

M

Magical charm tablets, 298
Mather, Richard, born 1596, and his family, 56
Mayer Museum, description of objects in, relating

to Essex, 272 
Meols sea-beach, archaeological objects found at,

127
Moore, Sir Edward, 3 
MORE STRBKT, NOW MOOR STREET, LIVERPOOL,

ITS OitioiN AND EARLY ASSOCIATIONS, by
Henry Ecroyd Smith, 1 

More street, Liverpool, theatre and cockpit, 17

N

Nayler,. James, the quaker, 1656, 67 
Newton, arms of, 75
     Sir Isaac, probability of his having been 

born at Newton-in-Makerfield, 78
  addresses to the electors of, 1/97, 94

Norbury, Alfred, elected a member, 292 
NOTES ON OBJECTS IN THE MAYKU COLLECTION 

RELATING TO ESSEX J WITH AN ACCOUNT OF A 
DISCOVERY OF CELTS ANn WAR lUPLEMBNTS, 
by Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., 271

Old dock, Liverpool, 148 
Old Hall street, Liverpool, 4 
ON TUB WORLD-DISTRIBUTION OP BRITISH 

PLANTS, by Thomas Comber, 237

Pamphlets, Liverpool, 137
Patten, Colonel, afterwards Peter Patten Bold, 

elected lor Newton, 1H06, 98
Petrie, Henry, of Billiugton, 208
Plants, British, world-distribution of, J37
Pool lane, Liverpool, 4 

i Pooley family, early seal of the, 115 
! Portsmouth, Kent, derivation of the name, 28 
| President's Address, 287

Printing blocks, 140
     establishment in Liverpool 1753,24 
Proceedings XXV Session, of the Historic 

Society, 1872-73,285

K

Report of the Council, XXIV Session, 284 
Richards, W. Henry, elected a member, 294 
lioman occupation of Britain, effects of, 33
     sway in Britain, 29

Sadler family, 135
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Samlesbury Hall, Lancashire, 113
Saxon, derivation of the term, 42
Saxons, Angles, and Jutes, 24
Ship money, in Lancashire, 1635,65
Shippen, Win., represents Newton, 1715, 80
Shuttleworth, family of, at Billington, 194
Smith Henry Kcrovd, author of paper, 1, 112;

exhibiter, 287, 291, 296 
Spinning place, Liverpool, 7 
Stags, twelve brace driven from Macclesfield to

Windsor, for a wager of 500 guineas, 90 
Staniforth, Thomas and Samuel, of Liverpool, 143
 Stephenson, George, residence of, at Newton,

1820, 107 
Stouehouse, James (Liverpool), literary labours

of, 151 
Stonehonse's " Streets of Liverpool," quoted, 2
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Theatre Royal, Liverpool, 141 
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Veevers, H., elected a member, 292 
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nge of 105, in 1753, 89
Ward, John, represents Newton, 1705-1711,80 
Water street, Liverpool, 4 
Watkin, W T., exhibiter, 297 
Watson, R. A., elected a member, 292 
Well in More street, Liverpool, 11 
Wells, Charles, exhibiter, 291 
Welsh, language, age of, 52 
    origin of the name, 34 
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